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Man is the being who cannot get out of himself, who knows 
others only in himself and, if he denies it, lies. 

  —Marcel Proust
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THE GREAT MEN

O n the worst day it could happen this blue Volvo 
pulled up to the Memorial and a guy got out who 
looked just like my own son, ten years from now. 

That morning my wife had left for Boston where my boy 
Andy, nineteen, was in a – what do the cognoscenti call them 
these days? – “rehab facility.” I’d spent the morning doing 
what I do. What I do – since you have to do something to feel 
at home in this world – is I care-take. I’m a caretaker, mostly, 
though I do also curate. I have charge of the birthplace of a 
Famous Artist, what the Foundation that administers it calls 
a “Memorial.” I always follow them religiously in matters of 
nomenclature, but what it really is when you get right down 
to the brass tacks is an old stone shack out in the woods, 
next to the newer shack – all brick, to show how we’ve come 
up in life – I get the privilege of living in, with my wife and 
son, in exchange for care-taking and curating the old shack. 
I’d spent the morning doing my rounds, raking and sweeping 
and taking some comfort in the affinities of these purgative 
acts, and just after eleven, when I saw the sun dappling the 
eaves and playing around the pond in that way that lets you 
know it ’s late morning – late enough, anyway – I figured 
I’d waited it out and could finally justify a swig of white 
whiskey. My brother makes it himself, this rotgut, and ships 
it to me on the sly in big Mason jars from his haven down 
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South, so with a quick little toast in honor of him and all 
his good works, I’d just allowed myself a swig as a reward for 
sweeping, and another as a reward for getting through the 
morning, and the second swig was inching its way down my 
gullet, a scorched knot of steel wool leaving behind it those 
little bristling filaments of pleasure and pain, when this blue 
Volvo pulled up. 
 I stashed my re-capped half-empty Mason jar and 
took my seat on the front porch, in a wicker chair between 
two tubs of asters, bracing my arms behind the chair and 
leaning back and trying my best at a posture that would 
not suggest great eagerness at that exact moment to guide a 
tour through the Memorial, as I’m supposed to be standing 
ready to do at the drop of a hat whenever these people 
show up out of nowhere and demand it. A bad sign was that 
the guy – the one who looked like my son ten years from 
now – after slamming the door and aiming a remote at the 
car, which bleeped its two little high-low alarm-trills, was 
leafing through the pamphlet that describes these tours with 
a breathless overstatement evocative of the writings of a 
lady author from days gone by. The Foundation sends copies 
of this cheap little flier around, hither and yon, to drum 
up some interest in the off-the-beaten path Memorial, and 
every once in a while it does prod some hapless takers out of 
the poor woodwork.
 He wasn’t alone, this guy, but his companion, a man 
who carried a large notebook – another bad sign – made a 
beeline for the road once the car stopped, and disappeared 
around the bend. Meanwhile, the guy who looked like my 
son leaned against his Volvo like he owned the place, and 
he kept looking back and forth from the pamphlet to the 
Memorial, as if he were not having much luck squaring 
the picture on the flier with the real thing. Head on, and 
standing up, he looked a little less like my son – taller and 
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thinner, with a look on his face that suggested a guarded, 
clipped intelligence, where my son’s face is broad and open, 
as if he were ready to be fooled whenever you got ready to 
fool him, if that was really what you wanted to do. But this 
guy wasn’t having any. He could see that what was in that 
picture was not the same as what was in front of his own two 
eyes and, wanting me to know he could see this, he furrowed 
his brow – dark, like my son’s – and narrowed his mouth into 
a wry, grim little smile, to ward off busy pranksters. He’d 
been fooled often enough, I could tell, to know how to head 
the joke off at the pass. His money was as good as anyone’s. 
He was a taxpayer. 
 He came up to the porch. “Howdy,” he said.  
 “How do,” I answered, matching his smile wry inch 
for grim inch – because you can’t let them get the better of 
you right off. 
 His smiled deepened a little as he folded up the 
pamphlet neatly, then turned toward the Memorial and 
nodded in that direction. “So this is it,” he said. An unlit 
cigarette jutted out of his mouth – from the look of it, one of 
those organic brands the health nuts give themselves cancer 
with – and it bobbed up and down when he talked. 
 “This is it,” I replied. 
 “This is where he lived – the guy who painted all 
the presidents.”
 “He did one or two. The big ones. He didn’t mess around 
with the small fry. Other people too, of course. Statesmen, 
bankers – the kind with three names, you know what I mean? 
The Great Men of the Age – he painted them, all right.”
 “Hmm.” He held the flier up, placing the idealized 
image side by side with the ramshackle actuality. The 
picture – the visual equivalent, sad to say, of that same lady 
author’s huffy-puffy prose style – showed the Memorial with 
a fancifully grand aspect, embowered in bright verdancy, 
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nestled in a creek-chiseled valley amid loping hills. The guy 
raised his eyebrow at me. “Looks like it ’s seen better days.”
 “Who among us has not? But that, you understand, is 
the artist ’s rendering. We artists have our license and we do 
not hesitate to take it.” 
 He pointed to the l i t t le  mil l  wheel  at  the s ide 
of  the house. In olden days  –  so the stor y  went  – this 
wheel ’s  dependable  revolut ions provided whatever 
mechanical  power there  was  to  be had for  the Famous 
Art is t  and his  benighted kin, t rapped in a  histor y  made 
quaint . These days , at  a  s tandst i l l , with the water  that 
made i t  turn dammed up a  ways  up the hi l l , the wheel ’s 
funct ion was pretty  s tr ict l y  picturesque, and i t  didn’t 
fare  too wel l  even in that . “Shouldn’t  that  be spinning 
around or  something?” he asked, wiggl ing the f inger 
doing the point ing. 
 “Maybe it can be arranged. You want a light?”
 He removed the cigarette from his lips and held it 
like a dart aimed at the world. “I’m quitting,” he said. “I don’t 
light them.” He folded his arms and smirked at me. “So level 
with me: Are we talking tourist-trap here?”
 I turned my palms up in a modified shrug. It was 
either that or indignation, which took more effort. “Six 
dollars,” I said, “gets you and a friend a broad glimpse of the 
American past. It opens up before your very eyes the charms 
and foibles of a lost epoch – the vistas of history. You be the 
judge.” Done with this two-bit oration, I settled down and 
rested my palms upon my knees. 
 He looked mock-impressed. “Is that in the script, or 
did you make it up?”
 “Half and half,” I said, “which is pretty much how I 
do everything. It ’s in the script, which I wrote. And another 
thing – on the tourist-trap front –” I added, “you don’t strike 
me specially like a tourist.”
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 The guy seemed a little surprised by this move. “You’re 
right. I’m from here.” He didn’t ask what gave him away. “But 
my friend, he’s a tourist – in from out west, wanting to see 
the sights. That ’s what he’s doing now – he got a glimpse 
of a New England Peppermint tree, he said – and he even 
told me the scientific name, Eucalyptus nova anglicanus, or 
something. Anyway, he went to see it up close. Me, a tree’s a 
tree, but he’s all into this local-color stuff, so we went to the 
ocean, and now we’re here.”
 “The ocean! And how is the ocean these days?”
 “I think it ’s its old self. You know, pounding surf and 
broad horizons and all that. And nobody else was there, with 
the off-season, except there was this guy sunbathing – without 
any pants on.” He giggled a little, then caught himself, and 
averted his eyes. “I didn’t know they allowed that,” he added, 
trying to get some ground back.
 “They don’t,” I said. “That ’s real illegal. You could 
have made a citizen’s arrest.” I waited to see how he was 
going to answer, to see what it would tell me about what I 
was starting to think, but he didn’t say anything, just kept 
looking at me with that half-knowing half-smile of his. 
What I was starting to think – because there was something 
in his manner, because you can’t put these things over on me 
too easy, because I’m as much a guy of the nineties as the 
next guy of the nineties – was that maybe he and his friend 
were both a little bit buttoned up the left, and maybe they 
liked seeing this guy on the beach, sans pants, and maybe he 
was even thinking I ’d get a charge out of it too, after the easy 
jokey little man-of-the-world chat we’d been having. 
 The other man reappeared, ambling toward us from 
the road, waving his arms and issuing an excited, sputtery 
sound. At first I thought something was up, but then I 
realized the man was deaf. The guy who looked like my son 
raised one hand and spelled something out, answering his 
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friend with a careful precision. The deaf man used not only 
both hands to talk, but his whole body, while the guy who 
looked like my son used only the one stiff hand, moving 
it with slow measured concentration, having learned this 
language through long hard trials, obviously, out of necessity, 
maybe, or maybe out of love. For the other man, it didn’t seem 
learned – it was just the way he happened to speak. As they 
went on talking with their hands – the guy who looked like 
my son telling me with a quiet pleasure whatever his friend 
was telling him about the Peppermint tree – I watched them 
like a hawk, figuring it was going to be a rough afternoon, 
and hoping for a glimpse of whatever was between them. 

 The morning Andy went to the rehab he came out 
of his room and said, Look: I don’t want to talk about it but 
you have to take me somewhere. You have to get me somewhere 
because I can feel some bad stuff starting.
 Andy was a boy of a lot of character – anyone could 
see that – but I was always puzzled that there was never 
anything of his personality on view out where you could see 
it. His bedroom was the bare bones: a bed, a desk, a chair. A 
closet. The window. Even the bedspread and the curtains had 
been chosen by his mother – nothing odd in that, since most 
boys don’t go in for that whole bag, but it would have been 
something, and it would have explained a lot. There was little 
evidence, anywhere, of hobbies, studies, passions, nothing 
on the walls but white paint. His room met you like a blank 
stare. If he got a new toy he’d play with it scrupulously for 
a little while, like he was trying to get to the bottom of it, 
and then he’d stow it away neatly, out of sight. It was as if he 
lived somewhere else. When he got to be twelve or thirteen, 
I started to worry. Was he holding back? Where were all the 
signs and wonders – the scattered pieces of train-set with 
the parenthesis-shaped tracks and the little bright green 


